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Abstract 
We give a geometric interpretation of certain algebraically defined Hopf rings (-)E(-), which 
will lead to identification of the sets of unstable operations for E(n), BP, and MU with 
sets of certain functors. As an application, we derive the existence of the BP-unstable Adams 
operations. 
1. Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to make the theory of unstable operation for generalized 
cohomology theories more accessible. Namely, we show that under a favorable 
condition, which is satisfied, for example, for complex cobordism MU, Brown-Peter- 
son cohomology BP, v,-periodic Johnson-Wilson cohomology E(n), or elliptic co- 
homology Ell, we no longer need so-called Hopf ring techniques. It turns out that 
under this condition, the information contained in Hopf rings and in certain category 
of functors defined algebraically are equivalent. Of course, by their nature, our results 
do not give anything new. Nevertheless, they have conceptual advantages, sometimes 
practical ones as well, over the traditional Hopf ring techniques, which is visibly 
demonstrated in our proof of the existence of the BP-unstable Adams operations, 
which was first proved for torsion free spaces by Novikov in [S], and then for the 
general case by Wilson [lo]. This is based on a geometric interpretation of certain 
algebraically defined Hopf rings (-)z(-) [9], which will lead to identification of the sets 
of unstable operations for generalized cohomology satisfying the condition mentioned 
above with sets of certain functors. We also recover a result by Kuhn [6], which 
was one of the only two computational inputs in his amazing paper, where 
the relationship between generic representation theory and unstable modules was 
established in a very elegant way. Of course, in view of the fact that the previous 
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proof [3] depended on the injectivity of H* (BZ/p) in the category of unstable modules 
over the Steenrod algebra, whose proofs (e.g. [7]) in turn used the Hopf ring for the 
Eilenberg-Moore spectrum, this is not a big surprise. In this paper, we only consider 
even-degree unstable operations. For complex cobordism, as all the additive unstable 
operations respect the parity of the degree, not much is lost by such a restriction, and 
as we will point out later, a similar result can be obtained for odd-degree parts. 
This paper is based on a chapter of the author’s doctoral dissertation that was 
submitted to Department of Mathematics, the Johns Hopkins University, as a partial 
fulfillment of Ph.D. requirements, and that was written under the supervision of 
Professors J.M. Boardman and W.S. Wilson. The author would like to express his 
thanks to the referee for his suggestions which have resulted in a considerable 
improvement on presentation. 
2. A recipee for producing Hopf rings 
In this section, we discuss how a colimit of a generalized homology theory indexed 
over a category with certain structure, gets equipped with the structure of the Hopf 
ring. 
Definitions 2.1. Let C be a subcategory of the homotopy category and X any space. 
Then by C/X we mean the category whose objects are homotopy classes of maps from 
objects of C to X and whose morphisms are morphisms of C which makes the triangular 
diagram commutative. If 4 is any functor from the homotopy category (Htop) to some 
other category D, then define 4’(X) to be the colimit of the functor C/X?!!!!!+ 
Htop $ D. Furthermore, denote by qe(X) the natural transformation 4”(X) + 4(X) 
induced by 4(f) : (Domain( f )) -+ 4(X). 
Lemma 2.2. Let D be a category that is closed underfinite products and that contains 
the terminal object. If a functor 4: Htop + D respects the product and the terminal 
object, i.e., if there exists a natural equivalence of bijiinctors dr- x , -) z 4(-) x &(-), 
and @(pt) is the terminal object, then 4” respects the product and the terminal object, too. 
Proof. First note that if C is closed under products, the bifunctor (- x -) induces 
a functor C/X x C/Y -+ C/(X x Y). Furthermore, any map (a, b): F + X x Y factors as 
F 4 F x F (a X x Y, thus the functor C/X x C/Y -+ C(X x I’) is cofinal. Therefore, 
we have 
4”(X x Y) E colimc,x.c,r 4(Domain(pi(-)) x Domain(pZ(-))) 
E colimcix4(Domain(p1(-))) x colim,,r~(Domain(p,(-))) 
Z 4C(X)x@(Y). 0 
Now we recall the conept of “graded ring object” from [9] 
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Definitions 2.3. Let D be a category that is closed under finite products and that 
contains the terminal object. Given a subring of the ring of integers A c Z, a set of 
objects in D indexed over A, {X, I* E A), is called an A-graded ring object if the functor 
Horn&, X,) takes its value in the category of A-graded rings (commutative in 
graded sense, associative, and with unit). An A-graded ring object in the category of 
spaces is called an A-graded space, and an A-graded ring object in the category of 
coalgebras is alled an A-graded Hopf ring. 
Remark 2.4. (i) This definition is equivalent to the one given in [9] by virtue of 
Yoneda’s Lemma. 
(ii) In what follows, we will be mainly concerned with evenly graded objects, i.e. the 
case when A = 22 c Z. 
Definition/Example 2.5. Let F be a ring spectrum. Denote by F* the associated infinite 
loop spaces, i.e., the spaces with the property [-, F,] = F*(-). Then {F*) is a graded 
ring space. 
Definition 2.6. If A, B, are categories and 4 is a functor from A to B, we denote by 
(A b) the element of the colim,(d) that corresponds to b E 4(f). 
Proposition 2.7. Let C be a subcategory of the homotopy category that is closed under 
jinite products, (including the O-fold power of a space, thus its objects are pointed). F, an 
A-graded space and let E, be a homology theory that satisjies the Gnneth isomorphism 
for objects in C. Then Ez(F,) becomes an A-graded Hopf ring. 
Proof. Since E,(-) satisfies Kiinneth formula, it takes its value in the category of 
coalgebras and so does Ez. Moreover, by Lemma 2.2, E$ respects the product (note 
that the tensor product is the product in the category of coalgebras) and the terminal 
objects. According to Lemma 1.11 of [9], such a functor takes an A-graded space to 
A-graded Hopf ring. Cl 
Remark 2.8. For the sake of future reference, we spell out the two products in 
the Hopf ring E:(F*). * and 0 respectively represent addition and multiplication in 
the ring-valued functor EC, (F,). 
(f, b)*(g, c) = (PV+ pas, G,(b) 0 k*(c)), 
(JT b)o(g, c) = (PV+ pTg, 4,(b) 0 k,(c)). 
Here the pjs and ijs denote appropriate projections and inclusions. 
Remark 2.9. Let C be the category of “all” spaces. Then C/F, has the terminal object 
id: F, + F,. Thus the colimit is nothing but E,(F,). However, unless the coefficient 
ring E* is a field, our hypothesis is not satisfied. 
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3. The fun&or (-) E (-) 
In this section, a geometric interpretation of the purely algebraically defined Hopf 
rings (-) $ (-) [9] is discussed. 
Definition 3.1. VB is the category whose objects are jinite products of CP”s, and 
whose mosphisms are homotopy classes of maps among them. 
Note that the category %?P/E2, can be considered as the category of pairs 
(CP” x ... x CP”, s), where s is an element of E’“(CP”) x .‘. x CPm) and maps which 
“respect” a marked cohomology class. We will recall some definitions from [9] (or 
ClOl). 
Definitions 3.2. Let E,[F*] be the “ring-ring” of [F*] over E,, namely, as a Hopf 
algebra, just group-ring of the additive group [F*] over E, with circle product 
induced by the multiplication in [F*]. Let bi be the elements with 
A@,) = xr=, bi @ b,_i. Denote by Et(F2*) the free Hopf ring generated by his over 
E, [F*]. (For the definition of free Hopf ring, see [9].) Take the quotient of this Hopf 
ring by the “main relations”, namely those of the form in Theorem 3.8(i) of [9]. We 
will call the quotient E$(F2;,,). 
In [9] it was shown that there is a natural map of Hopf rings EE(F,,) + E, (E;,) 
given by [a] --f a, [l], bi + x,(bi) which we call qR. We assume that this map is 
injective to simplify arguments, although it is unnecessary. Now, the significance of 
the Hopf ring (-)z(-) comes from the following facts. 
Example 3.3 [9]. Let F = MU or BP. Then Ez(F,,) rz E,(F2,) for any p-local 
E with complex orientation. 
Example 3.4 [S]. Let F be a spectrum with the property MU,(X) Qhlu* F, g F,(X). 
Furthermore, suppose that F, is concentrated in even degrees and free as R-module of 
countable rank for some subring R of Q. Then Ez(F,,) g E,(F,,) for any p-local 
E with complex orientation. 
This applies to such spectra as E(n) (this was also proved in [4]) and Ell. 
Example 3.5. Let E = F = HZ/p. Then Ef(F2*) injects into E,(F,*). Furthermore, 
the image is dual to the set of unstable operations generated by the reduced powers 
and constants under composition and cup product. 
This last example is classical. For a proof, see e.g. [lo]. These examples justify our 
assumption. Now we can state the main result of this section. 
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Proposition 3.6. We have an isomorphism of Hopf rings Ez(F,,) g Ey(F2*) 
Remark 3.7. To get the version that works for odd spaces as well (i.e., to add the 
suspension element e, E E,(F,) with the relation el eel = b,), one only needs to 
replace the category %Y:B with the full subcategory of the homotopy category whose 
objects are finite products of S’s and CP”s. 
To prove the proposition we first need the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.8. Let C be the category whose objects areJinite products of CP”s and whose 
morphisms are given by 
Hom(CP” x ... XCP”,CP”)= {prjll <jSi} 
(prj is the projection to the jth factor), 
Hom(X, nJCPm) g nJHom(X, CPm). 
Then the Ez(F,,) surjects onto E:(F,,). 
Proof. First notice that d(a, 1) = (a, 1) 0 (a, l), d(x, pi) = (x, Caj @I Pi-j). Thus 
we can define a map of Hopf rings between the two by sending [a] to (a, 1) and bi 
to (x, pi). Let f be any element in the cohomology F*(CP”)@“. Then f is a formal 
power series in x1, . . . ,x,, but we will see later given b E E,(CP”)@‘, there is a g 
such that (f, b) = (g, b) and g is a polynomial. Thus we can assume f is a polynomial 
in x 1, .” ,x,. Then f can be written as f = cieIJ; with each f; monomial. Then 
using appropriate diagonal map, f can be written as a pull-back of a polynomial 
of the form f= fiery, such that unless i = i’E I, 3 and 5 do not have a common 
variable. In turn, this f can be written as f= ~,e,p~(jj) (f;-= p:(x)) using a 
appropriate projections. Therefore, under the star product, (together with ordinary 
addition and multiplication by elements of E*) the colimit is generated by the 
elements of the form (f; b), where f is a monomial. Similarly, a monomial f can be 
written as a pull-back of an element of the form ax1 ... x,, aE E*, using the circle 
product as well, (a, 1) and (x, pi)s generate the colimit. Thus the map defined above 
is an epimorphism. 
Now we prove that given feF*(CP”)@“, bcE,(CP”)@“, there is a g such that 
(L b) = (g, b) and g is a polynomial. First we need the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.9. (x”, P,J = 0 if n > k > 0. 
b, PO) = (x, 1) = (x, 1*(l)) = tz*x, 1)= (0, 1) 
where z : pt ct CP”. Furthermore, 
(0, l)o(x, Pk) = (0, 1 0 Pk) = (n*(o), p/J = (0,71*(/3/J) = (0,O) = 0, 
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where 7c denotes the projection CP” + pt. Since 
(Xn, Pk) = (x1$ I, CPkbi 0 Pi) = CCx12 Bk-i)“(X?-l, Pi), 
Lemma 3.9 follows by induction on II. 0 
Using Lemma 3.9 it is easy to see that 
(h, Bil 0 “. 0 Pi,) = O 
if h is a monomial in (x1, . . . x,Jk, k % i,, , i,. 
This implies that if k $ deg(b) > 0 then (h, b) = 0. Moreover, let q be any element of 
F*(CP”)@‘“. Then we have 
(qh, b) = (4(x,, . . . >xn)‘h(x,+r, . . . ,x2,,), d,(b)) 
=(4x,, . . . ,x,).h(x,+r, . . . , x2,,), b 0 1 + 1 0 b + Cb’ 0 b”) 
= (q, b)O(h, 1) 
= 0. 
(The last equality can be shown as in the proof of Lemma 3.9.) Note that (x1, . . . , x,Jk 
is an ideal generated by a finite number of monomials. Choose a set of monomials that 
generate (x1, . , xJk and call them hi, . . . , hp. Then fcan be written in the form 
f= g + h:q: + ... + hrqt 
with g polynomial. Now noting that (0, 1) act as the unit for * product, a manipulation 
as above shows that (A b) = (g, b). This completes the proof of Lemma 3.8. 0 
Remark 3.10. Actually this map is an isomorphism, but we will not prove it here, as 
we will not need it. 
Proof of Proposition 3.6. We will define a map of Hopf rings 8 which makes the 
following diagram commutative: 
~:(~**)- E:(Fz,) 
I I\-\, 
0 VR 
-%(Fz,)- E:“(G.)~ ~cp J% (Fz,) 
A glance at the proof of Theorem 3.8(i) in [9] shows that the “main relations” are 
equivalent to the relations of the form (x, p*(pi @ flj)) = (x1 +F x2, /I @ pj), where 
p denotes the multiplication CP” x CP” + CP”, which hold already in Ez9(F2,) 
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since both sides are equal to (p*(x), /3i @ /Ij). Therefore the composition 
Ez(F,,) + Ez(F,,) + Ez”(F,,) factors through EE(F,,). Since %?Y has the same 
objects as C does and more morphisms, it is clear that E:(F,,) -+ Ez9(F,,) is 
surjective. Thus 8 is surjective. The triangle on the right of the diagram is obviously 
commutative. Since we assumed qR to be injective, 0 must be injective, too. This 
completes the proof. 0 
4. Unstable cobordism operations 
In this section, we identify the set of unstable cobordism operations with the set of 
natural transformations among certain purely algebraic functors related to formal 
group laws. Furthermore, it is shown that the two sets have equivalent structures. This 
allows us to recover the result of [lo] on unstable Adams operation in BP. Through- 
out this section, the following is assumed. 
Assumption 4.1. E, F are complex oriented theories such that 
(i) E~V’Z,) = E,(Fz,), and 
(ii) E*(Fz*) = Hom&,(FJ, E,). 
To justify the assumption, we show the following proposition: 
Proposition 4.2. We jix F. Assumption 4.1 (ii) is satisfied if Assumption 4.1 (i) and either 
one of the following two condition is satisfied. 
(a) E is p-local and Assumption 4.1(i) is satisJied for E = HZ/p. 
(b) There arefinite spectra E, such that E = Colim E,, E,(DE,) is projective over E,, 
and G*(DE,) % Hom,,(E,(DE,), G,) is isomorphismfor any E-module spectrum G, and 
Ez(F,,) is free over E. 
Proof. The condition (a) guarantees that the collapse of AHSS both for E* (E;,) and 
for E, (F2.+). Furthermore, the E2 term of the latter is free over E,. Thus by [ 1, Part II, 
Lemma 4.21, we get Assumption 4.l(ii). When one has condition (b), [I, Part III, 
Theorem 13.61 implies Assumption 4.1 (ii). 0 
Thus, all the examples in the previous section that satisfy Assumption 4.1(i) also 
satisfy Assumption 4.l(ii). Now we state our main theorem. 
Theorem 4.2. Let E, F be as in Assumption 4.1. Then the set of unstable cohomology 
operations from F to E (in even degrees) can be identified with the set of the natural 
transformations from F 0 1 to Eo 1 where z is the inclusion functor from %P to the 
homotopy category of spaces. 
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Proof. 
E*(F,,) E Hom,*(colimcp,,*E,(z(Domain(-))), E,) 
E lim Hom,*(E,(z(Domain((-))), E,) 
WYlF2* 
z vl; E*(z(Domain(-))). 
2* 
By the definition of the limit, an element of this last object is nothing but a mapping 
from F2*(CPm x ... x CP”) to E*(CPm x ... x CPa) satisfying certain compatibility 
conditions, which are nothing but naturality requirements. Thus E*(F2:,,) is isomor- 
phic to the set of the natural transformations from Fo z to E 0 z. 0 
Remark 4.3. (i) This means that any unstable operation from F2’ to E2j is detected on 
some products of CP”s and that the operations for %‘9’ can be extended to the entire 
homotopy category. 
(ii) To get the results for the odd-degree part, one would only need to replace the 
category %9’ with the category mentioned in Remark 3.7. 
(iii) Let G be a compact connected Lie group, i: T-+ G its maximum torus, and 
W the Weyl group. Denote by -W the category whose unique object is the map 
Bi: BT+ BG, and morphisms are self-maps of BT induced by the action of Won T. 
Then the limit limwE*(z(Domain(-))) is just the invariant E*(BT)W. Thus our 
category CP/F,, can be considered as a generalization of maximum torus and Weyl 
groups. 
Notice that the set of the natural transformations from F 0 z to Eo z can be deter- 
mined purely algebraically from the knowledge of the formal group laws for E and F. 
This fact alone suffices to show the existence of the BP-Adams operations, but we will 
defer the proof until we are better equipped to discuss their properties. Note that from 
the above theorem alone, we would not be able to conclude the additivity. 
Theorem 4.4. The additive and multiplicative Cartan formulae [Z] for unstable E- 
operations are detected on %P. Namely, if a relation of one of the following forms, 
e(Y + ‘1 = Ciei(Y)eY(z)Y 
l.(v x w) = ~in:(v)n:,(W), 
holds for all E*(X) with X E obj(CP), then it holds for all E*(X) with arbitrary X. Here 
00: and 9; are unstable E-operations. 
Proof. We will prove the second one, To prove the first, we need to use the definition 
of * product instead of 0 product. Let p: E2,,, x Ezn + E,,, + nj be the map classifying 
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the product E”” x E’” + EZCm+“). Then we have 
&*(JJ, (f, b) 0 (9, c)> 
= (2, (L b)O(& c)> 
= (2, (PT(f)P;(g), i,,(b) 0 iz,(c)> 
= <n(PT(f)P;(s))> i,*(b) 0 i2*W) 
= 
ti 
Cn;(Pr(f))~f’(P1(9)), i,*(b) 0 i2*(c) 
> 
= ~<UPi(“m~ i,*(b)) <&‘(PsI)),iz*(c)) 
Thus, we have p*(n) = xi& @ &‘. (One way to regard this is that to prove Cartan 
formulae using universal examples, one would need to know the behavior of the 
operations with respect to external addition/multiplication, whereas the input given is 
just data on internal addition/multiplication, but the structure of the category VB 
allows one to trade them off. Another way to look at it is that the Cartan formulae are 
relations among certain operations in two variables, thus the universal examples for 
them are Cartesian products of relevant infinite loop spaces, and if each of those 
infinite loop spaces can be approximated using products of CP” so can the prod- 
ucts.) 0 
Combining Theorems 4.3 and 4.5, we obtain the following theorem: 
Theorem 4.6. Under the assumption of the theorem, we have the following. The set of 
additive unstable cohomology operations from F to E in even degrees can be identi$ed 
with the set of additive natural transformations from F2* 0 1 to E’* 0 t. q 
Corollary 4.7. In BP (MU or E(n), resp.) the Adams operations exist. Furthermore, they 
are additive, multiplicative, and they commute with any other BP (MU or E(n), resp.) 
cohomology operations. 
Proof. Let E be any cohomology theory which satisfies Assumption 4.1 (e.g. E = MU, 
BP, or E(n)). Notice that the following diagram commutes for any morphismfin CP: 
(cP*) xn (cPa) 
f 
I I 
f 
(CP”)‘- xn (CP? 
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Therefore, E2’( x n) commutes with E2’(f). Thus we have defined a natural trans- 
formation from E”oz to itself. According to Theorem 4.6, this can be uniquely 
extended to an additive natural transformation from E2’ to itself, i.e., an unstable 
additive cohomology operation. The second assertion follows from the fact that on 
objects of %‘P’, the Adams operations coincide with the maps induced by multiplica- 
tion by n, which commute with any unstable cohomology operations. 0 
5. Ordinary cohomology 
In this section, we give a conceptual proof of a result relating the category of 
unstable modules over the Steenrod reduced powers to the representation category of 
the category of the symmetric functors due to Kuhn. 
Definitions 5.1. Let vect be the category of the vector spaces over F,, and f.vect be its 
full subcategory whose objects are jinite-dimensional vector spaces. For any additive 
category A, Rep(A) will denote the category whose objects arefinctors from A to vect, 
and whose morphisms are additive natural transformations. Let S’ be the ith symmetric 
power functor, i.e., S’(V) = V@““/~,. D enote by S* the&l/ subcategory of Rep(f.vect) 
whose objects consist of the functor S’. Denote by U(p) the category of unstable 
modules over the algebra of the modp Steenrod reduced powers. 
Theorem 5.2 [6]. U(p) = Rep(S*). 
Proof. With slight modifications of some definitions, the results of the previous 
section together with Example 3.3 imply that U(p) = Rep(H’*), where H2* is the full 
subcategory of the category of contravariant functors and additive natural trans- 
formations from FA to f.vect where FA is the category of free finitely generated abelian 
groups, whose objects consist of the functors H2*(K(-, 2)). Here H denotes HZ/p. 
Since H2*(K(-, 2)) is the composition of Hom(-, Z/p): FA + f.vect and 
S* : Evect -+ tvect and the first functor is surjective both on objects and morphisms, we 
get the desired result. 0 
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